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Overspray shield which vastly reduces overspray and particle deposits in the salon or spa.

Essential to keep the busy salon environment clean and mist free.

MEDITERRANEANTAN™ - TANNING MIST EXTRACTOR - BOOTH M1000

ORDER CODE: MTMEBM1000
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UNIT DESCRIPTION
The MediterraneanTan™ - Tanning Mist Extractor - Booth M1000 has a steel construction central filtration tower, finished in black powder 
coating and complete with materials storage cabinet, with particulate and moisture filters. It has 3 x external rotor motor axial fans, brushless, 
UL, VDE and CSA approved and sealed electrical wiring. The MediterraneanTan™ - Tanning Mist Extractor - Booth M1000 comes in black, white 
or printed graphics. 

FEATURES:
- Lightweight 
- Filter unit with fan(s)
- Aluminium composite side panels 
- Ribbed rubber mat
- External foot operated switch
- Materials Storage Cabinet
- Fibre pad filter
- Particulate filter
- 3 powerful fans in bottom, which will remove overspray from over 60 tans per hour!

- 1400mm (w) x 1850mm (h) x 1220mm (d)

FILTRATION DESCRIPTION
The particulate (intake) filter is a three stage graduated fibre filter with a high ‘dust’ holding capacity for long life. Filtration to 5 micron particles. 

NB: Spray particulate sizes vary from 10 to 20 microns. The final filtration stage absorbs any residual moisture. 

Through the process of filtration, absorption and dilution, technician / therapist and client exposure to air-borne tanning overspray is vastly 
reduced and general salon cleanliness hugely enhanced.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Fan Motor Spec: 230V/50Hz/150W
- Filter will last 70 to 90 spray tans
- Air Volume at Free Air: 975m3/hr
-Average Air Velocity/Filter force: 0.55/sec
- Noise Level: 63dB

WHY PURCHASE A MEDITERRANEANTAN™ M1000 SPRAY TAN EXTRACTION BOOTH?
All MediterraneanTan™ spray tanning filtration and extraction systems carry a lifetime warranty, are quiet in operation and can be used in even 
the most demanding of salon environments. It’s space saving design means this free standing tanning booth can be sited in beauty room 
corner. Once power cables are connected the booth is simply switched on and off via a latching footswitch.

LIMITED LIFETIME GUARANTEE
All MediterraneanTan™ filtration and extraction systems carry a lifetime guarantee which makes this unit extremely attractive to mobile 
therapists and salons where cleanliness and safety is paramount to their customer satisfaction.

ONLY VALID IF USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH GENUINE MEDITERRANEANTAN™ - TANNING MIST EXTRACTOR – FILTERS

MEDITERRANEANTAN™ - TANNING MIST EXTRACTOR - BOOTH M1000
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1. Unpack the 2 filtration tower section and floor plinth.
2. Place the rubber mat in the designated spraying area.
3. Position the plinth in the desired location on the mat.
4. Place the Bottom Fan Enclosure on the Plinth, line up  
 the fixing holes and secure using 4 bolts and alum key  
 provide.
5. Place Top Fan Enclosure on the Bottom Fan Enclosure.  
 Again line up the four holes and secure using the 4 bolts  
 provided. 
6. Attach power connector from Top Fan Enclosure to  
 Bottom Fan Enclosure.
7. Undo the 8 hand wheels from the rear and now erected  
 Fan Enclosure and attach the 2 side panel clamps, one  
 to each side and partly tighten the hand wheels.
8. Attach power cable and footswitch before attempting to  
 fit side panels for ease of access. 
9. One at a time with great care, push the side panel into  
 the gap between the tower and the panel bracket as far  
 as it will go. Then firmly tighten the 4 hand wheels.  
 Repeat for other side.
10. Place filter inside bottom filter retainer and place in  
 on the locating studs. Gentle push forward and down to  
 locate the Filter Retainer and whilst still gently applying  
 pressure to the retainer tighten the 4 hand wheels.  
 Repeat for Top Filter Retainers. 

Daily Maintenance
•	 At the end of the day when the booth has been used, unplug the booth from electricity before cleaning.

•	 Use spray and wipe to clean residue solution off the side wings

•	 Prepare a bucket of hot water with a teaspoon of dish washing liquid

•	 Dip the ‘scrubber’ end of a squeegee in the water, squeeze excess water and scrub the wings

•	 Using the rubber blade of the squeegee clean the side wings from top to bottom

•	 With a clothe wipe off any excess water

•	 Use spray and wipe with a damp cloth to wipe down the front black air intake panels (be sure to get between the gaps where the air 
flows in). 

•	 Mop the plastic matt (Nylon matts can be taken outside once a week and hosed down and dried.  

Weekly Maintenance 

•	 At the end of every week remove the black air intake panels to check on the filter. Keep a spray tan log as the filter will need to be changed 
after 150-200 sprays. 

•	 When changing the filter the front panels, once removed, can be hosed down. 

Note: do not use ammonia/bleach based products, instead use mild dish washing detergent with hot water to clean your booth.

HOW TO ASSEMBLE 

HOW TO MAINTAIN 

Note: The M1000 comes with top storage compartment 
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